Ultrashort pulse chirp measurement via transverse second-harmonic generation in strontium barium niobate crystal Ultrashort laser pulses, with their variety of peak powers and durations, are becoming an important tool in an increasing number of applications in the fields of technology (materials processing, etc.), biomedical sciences, and basic research, in general. As the pulses become shorter, the dispersion effects that modify pulse properties during propagation through optical materials become increasingly relevant so a precise characterization of the pulse properties is needed. During the last decade, different techniques have been implemented and extensively adopted [1] [2] [3] [4] either for partial or/and complete temporal characterization of the pulses. They include, for instance, frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG, based on the concept of optical gating) or spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction (SPIDER, based on the concept of spectral interferometry), or even for 3D characterization (STARFISH, SEA Tadpole). 5, 6 Although a detailed field reconstruction is needed in particular applications and thus fully justifies the use of these advanced techniques, there are still many situations requiring just a partial characterization of the pulse. Hence, simple and cost-effective methods of pulse measurement and characterization are always of potential interest.
Typical as-grown ferroelectric crystals, such as strontium barium niobate (SBN), exhibit a random-sized distribution of needle-like oppositely oriented ferroelectric domains all aligned parallel to the optical axis (z axis). A schematic representation of such domains is shown in Figure 1(a) . While the reversed orientation of domains corresponds to inversion of sign of the quadratic susceptibility, the refractive index of these crystals remains practically homogeneous. 7 Such crystals provide phase matching for frequency conversion processes over wide angular and frequency bandwidths without need for angular or temperature tuning as it is usual in typically used homogeneous nonlinear crystals. [8] [9] [10] Phase matching is obtained thanks to the continuous set of reciprocal lattice vectors, G, arising from the random size and distribution of the nonlinear domains, which entails a random distribution of the nonlinearity sign. These lattice vectors, with different modulus and orientations, lie in the xy plane. As a result, planar second harmonic (SH) emission is observed when the input fundamental beam propagates in the direction perpendicular to the optical axis. This effect constitutes the so-called transverse second harmonic generation (TSHG) and is illustrated in Figure 1(b) .
The implementation of a single-shot autocorrelation (AC) technique based on the recording of the TSHG due to noncollinear interaction of two replicas of the unknown pulse intersecting inside a nonlinear random crystal of SBN crystal has been recently demonstrated for pulses in the 200 fs range 11 from a Ti:sapphire oscillator with 5 nJ/pulse at 76 MHz repetition rate. In contrast to the traditional single shot AC setup 12 where the SH trace is recorded in the forward direction at the output of the nonlinear crystal, the TSHG captures the SH trace emitted in a lateral direction, at 90 with respect to the propagation direction of the input beams, and it allows for single-shot measurement of the AC trace as a function of the propagation distance inside the crystal. This measurement, combined with the known dispersion of the SBN crystal, makes possible the determination of the chirp of the incident pulse.
In this paper, we demonstrate the applicability of this method to measure pulse duration and linear chirp for ultrashort pulses of the order of 30 fs. The simplicity and easy implementation of the measuring elements allows for a real time control of the chirp content of the pulse at any desired position within an experimental setup.
In our experimental setup, two replicas of the beam to be measured propagate in the x-z plane of a SBN crystal forming angles þa and Àa with respect to the x-axis. The nonlinear interaction inside the crystal of the two beams gives rise to three well-differentiated TSHG signals ( Figure  1(c) ). Two of them correspond to the conical SH emission from each individual beam. The third one, which results from the noncollinear interaction between the two beams in the area where the pulses overlap, is emitted in the plane transverse to the optical axis and represents the transverse single-shot AC signal, as shown in Figure 1(d) . This TSHG signal is recorded with a CCD camera placed at the top of the crystal. The width of this AC trace, Dz, is directly related to the pulse duration. Assuming a Gaussian beam profile of the input pulses, the intensity of the AC signal is given by the expression
where u ¼ c/n is the speed of light inside the crystal, T is the pulse duration measured at 1/e in intensity, a is the propagation angle of each beam inside the crystal, and z is the transverse direction. The expression for the pulse duration at FWHM in intensity, s, is obtained directly from the value of the transverse width of the AC trace measured at FWHM, Dz FWHM , as
where a ext corresponds to the incidence beam angle with respect to the x axis measured outside the crystal. The initial pulse duration is modified during propagation in SBN due to the effect of material dispersion, characterized by the group velocity dispersion (GVD) coefficient g ¼ ð@ 2 k=@x 2 Þ. Therefore, the dependence of the AC trace width, Dz, with propagation distance, x, allows the measurement of additional properties such as the initial chirp. In this paper, we deal mainly with Gaussian pulses, E(t)
where A is the amplitude of the pulse, x o is central frequency, T is the pulse duration (1/e in intensity) and u(t) is the temporal phase. A non-vanishing phase results in larger timebandwidth product. In general, a pulse with phase modulation is longer than a Fourier transform limited pulse with the same spectrum. 13 The second order term u 2 gives an instantaneous frequency, x inst (t) ¼ x o þ du(t)/dt, which varies linearly with time and results in up-chirped (if u 2 > 0) or down-chirped (u 2 < 0) pulses. Higher order contributions lead to pulse distortions. The pulse can be alternatively expressed in the spectral domain, through a Fourier transform of the temporal envelope, in terms of the frequency
The coefficientũ 2 of the spectral phase term varying quadratically with X is the group delay dispersion (GDD). Defining the pulse chirp parameter at the entrance of the crystal as C ¼ u 2 T o 2 , where T 0 is the pulse duration (1/e in intensity) at the entrance of the crystal, the evolution of the pulse duration during propagation is given by the expression (valid up to second order in dispersion, i.e., for negligible third-order effects)
where
/jgj is the GVD length over which the pulse duration increases by a factor of ffiffi ffi 2 p . The effect of dispersion during pulse propagation results in lengthening or compression of the pulse. In normal GVD regime (g > 0), group velocity decreases with frequency, i.e., redder frequencies travel faster than bluer ones, thus if C > 0 the pulse will become longer during the propagation. If C < 0 instead, the pulse will be initially compressed until the different frequencies are in phase and the pulse acquires its minimum possible duration (T min ) corresponding to the Fourier transform limited case. This minimum pulse duration occurs at a distance x min . In the case of anomalous GVD regime (g < 0), when bluer frequencies travel faster than redder ones, the pulse gets longer for C < 0 and is initially compressed if C > 0 (compression is obtained whenever C and g have different signs).
The minimum pulse duration, T min , and the corresponding distance inside the crystal, x min , are obtained from Eq. (5)
Taking into account that the GVD coefficient of SBN at 790 nm is g ¼ 466 fs 2 /mm (calculated from SBN data in Ref. 14) , it is clear from the previous considerations that downchirped pulses will be compressed during propagation inside the SBN crystal. The experimental determination of x min and the pulse duration FWHM in intensity, s min , give the value of initial chirp, C, and initial pulse duration (FWHM), s 0 , as follows:
Experiments have been performed using a laser source emitting pulses with durations down to 30 fs (Femtopower PRO HE CEP from Femtolaser) at a repetition rate of 1 kHz and with 2 mJ energy per pulse, operating at a central wavelength of 790 nm and a bandwidth of 40 nm (FWHM). The same system could deliver also shorter pulses, down to 6 fs, by means of hollow core post-compression technique 16 using Ne as gas with spectral phase compensation performed using chirped mirrors. To record the TSHG trace, we used a Spiricon SP620U CCD camera with 4 lm pixel size. The imaging system was arranged to provide the largest possible image of the relevant area of the crystal on the CCD. The intersecting angle between both beams was 2a ext ¼ 6.8 . Before entering our setup and in order to test different initial conditions, the laser pulses with initial pulse duration around 30 fs at FWHM were phase modulated with a selected initial chirp using an acousto-optic device (Dazzler from Fastlite). We selected different negative values for the initial chirp C in order to obtain pulse compression at different propagation distances inside the crystal. For increasing values of the parameter jCj, the compression distance inside the crystal and the initial pulse duration increases.
As stated previously, the TSHG generated by the SBN crystal comprises three different contributions. To extract the AC signal from the background originating from the SH emission of each individual beam, we delayed temporally one pulse with respect to the other, so they would not overlap. In this way, we obtained only the two individual SH contributions. This signal, representing the background, was subtracted from the total one (when both pulses overlapped) leading to significant increase of signal to background ratio in the AC trace.
Figures 2(a)-2(f) show the experimental recorded images corresponding to the transverse AC trace along the crystal for different input conditions (the pulse was propagating from bottom (x ¼ 0) to top). Each image corresponds to a different value of initial chirp (varied experimentally in steps of GDD ¼ 500 fs 2 ) and initial pulse duration. The compression and broadening effect of the AC trace during propagation in the 10 mm SBN crystal is clearly visible. Since the pulse spectrum was not modified by the Dazzler system, the pulse duration at the minimum width position is similar for all cases and represents a transform limited pulse if the introduced Dazzler phase is exactly compensated by the material dispersion (i.e., including all the dispersive orders). Typical AC traces, at the position of minimum pulse duration, x min , (red) and in another point within the crystal (blue), are shown as insets of Figures 2(f) and 2(l). The measurement of the FWHM width of this AC trace, Dz FWHM , gives the pulse duration from Eq. (2).
The evolution of the pulse duration inside the SBN crystal is shown in Figure 3 (left) for the different initial conditions. The maximum compression distance, x min , and pulse duration at this point, s min , are the experimental data from which we obtain the values for chirp parameter, C, and initial pulse duration, s o , using Eq. (7). From these measurements, summarised in Table I , we can observe that the pulse duration at the maximum compression point is of the order of 30 fs in all cases. Notice that the value of s o could be also obtained by measuring the pulse duration directly at the entrance of the crystal but, since the temporal broadening of such short pulses along the 10 mm path is quite large, an accurate measurement of the pulse duration at this point would require the use beams broader enough to provide complete overlap along the crystal length. 11 However, with our proposed method, this condition can be relaxed since overlapping of the pulses is required just close to the maximum compression position.
In order to check the validity of the experimental results obtained with this simple method, we independently characterized the pulses using a standard SPIDER configuration and we found a very good correspondence between the results. The difference in the pulse duration obtained with both methods has not exceeded 2%. This difference is consistent with the resolution error introduced by our experimental setup taking into account the parameters of the CCD camera, the intersection angle a, and the propagation errors in the formulas (6) and (7) . For the parameters used in our experiment, we obtained an error estimation of around 5% for the pulse duration and of the order of 10% for the chirp determination. The total error in the measurement would be larger due to intrinsic instabilities present in the pulse train.
In addition to experimental studies, we analyzed the evolution of the pulses using numerical simulations. To this end, we extended the numerical code introduced in Ref. 7 to include the initial chirp of the pulses and run a number of simulations using as initial parameters C and s o derived from the experimental results. The resulting numerically calculated AC traces are shown in Figures 2(g)-2(l) , which correspond, respectively, to the experimental results (a)-(f). The numerically calculated values of the maximum compression distance, x min , and pulse duration at this point (FWHM), s min , are shown in Table I . Again, very good agreement with experimental data is obtained. In order to check the contribution due to third-order effects, we included them (for SBN crystal, b 3 ¼ 360 fs 3 /mm at 790 nm) in the simulation. We have observed that for our pulse durations and propagating distances, they do not play any significant role.
The curves of the evolution of the pulse duration inside the SBN crystal obtained numerically are shown in Figure 3 (right) for comparison with the experimental results.
From the comparison between experimental and simulation values summarized in Table I , we see that our technique works well for pulse durations below 50 fs, since in this regime the dispersion properties of SBN allow for a dynamic behavior of the pulse measurable along the 1 cm length of our crystal. Additionally, the technique provides the opportunity for a real-time check the chirp content of a given pulse. The portable character of the setup makes possible to study the parameters of the pulse at any relevant location within a setup thus allowing for a real time optimization of the pulse characteristics.
We wanted to test the limitations of the technique performing similar measurements with pulses of decreasing durations. Before entering in our system, the pulses were carefully characterized using the d-scan technique 15 and FROG. As an example, we show a 13 fs (FWHM) pulse measurement where our experimental results (Fig. 4) show instead pulse durations longer than 20 fs.
Several factors can influence the resolution of our technique at these pulse durations such as pulse background subtraction errors due to pulse instabilities, resolution of the CCD camera, precision in the angle a measurement, nonGaussian temporal profile, or appearance of higher order dispersion effects. We studied the third-order dispersion, TOD, effect of the SBN crystal coefficient and observed a clear influence for pulses with durations shorter than 5 fs. Although these effects can be relevant for the resolution loss, they can be handled in the experimental conditions, and we do not consider that they can provide such a large discrepancy between the real and measured pulse durations. The factor limiting the validity of the technique in this case is, to our opinion, the absorption window of the SBN crystal. In order to study this effect, we measured the absorption for the SBN crystals Figure 5 (a) used in the experiments obtaining the absorption edge around k ¼ 380 nm, the wavelengths below that being absorbed by the SBN crystal. Measurement of the spectrum of the 13 fs pulses used, retrieved through the d-scan technique and shown in Figure  5 (b), shows a central wavelength at k ¼ 790 nm, so approximately the lower half of the TSHG signal generated will be absorbed by the SBN crystal.
We checked this fact by using a reconstruction of the AC signal from the recorded spectrogram of the pulse, retrieved using a FROG system. Elimination of the lower part contribution of the spectrogram, corresponding to the part of the spectrum absorbed by the crystal, shows a broadening of the AC signal which is compatible with our observed results. We will explore in detail the effects of the absorption in a future work.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that our simple pulse characterization technique based on transverse second harmonic generation can be used to measure chirp and pulse duration for pulses in the 30 fs regime. Even though we considered here the case of Gaussian pulses, our technique will work also for other pulse profiles, knowing how they evolve inside the SBN crystal. Our method works for any fundamental wavelength within the transparency window of SBN without need of further alignment. This setup can be also used for realtime monitoring of the chirp content at the measurement position. For the wavelengths corresponding to the anomalous GVD region, g < 0 (k > 2 lm for SBN), one should observe pulse compression for up-chirped pulses instead of downchirped pulses as in the case discussed here. 
